Let A be a nonsingular n x n matrix over the integers L =L(A) denotes the lattice whose elements are combinations with integer coefficients of the rows of A. L is cyclic if it can be defined in the modular form L = {z = (Zi): Laizi == 0 (mod d) } where the ai'S and dare integers and 0
Introduction and Motivation
A lattice in RR the Euclidean m-space over the integers, can be defined as a set of n-dimensional vectors with integer coordinates which is closed under addition and subtraction.
Such lattices have a rich structure and have many applications. They have been studied in connection with the general subject called "Geometry of Numbers" [5] , [7] . In the past 10 years or • so, some algorithmic aspects oflattices have been investigated in connection with various important problems, e.g. factoring polynomials with rational coefficients [9] , Integer programming [10] finding the distance of codes [4] , [11] , [12] etc.
A basis for a lattice is defined to be a set of linearly independent elements of the lattice such that every element of the lattice is a linear combination, with integer coefficients, of those elements.
Usually a lattice is defined by a matrix with integer entries, whose rows form its basis.
Reduced bases have been defined in several ways, e.g. a base is reduced if the product of the lengths of its vectors is minimized, and base reduction algorithms have been introduced [9] . Another important algorithmic problem considered in the literature is the problem of finding the shortest vector of a lattice [6] , [8] .
A lattice in n-space is of full rank if the linear space generated by its elements is of dimension n. It Three polynomial factorization algorithms are given in this paper. The first algorithm factors a lattice, given by a basis B, into cyclic factors. The factor lattices produced by the algorithm are provided explicitly in both forms, by a basis and by a vector a = (ai) of coefficients defining the corresponding modular equation L: aixi == 0 (mod d).
The second algorithm factors a cyclic lattice, given in modular form, into simple and cyclic lattices. A simple lattice is a lattice which can be defined by a basis matrix which is equal to the unit matrix except for one column whose diagonal element is equal to a divisor d 1 of d (the modulus of the modular equation defining the lattice at input) and whose off-diagonal elements are nonnegative and less than d 1 • The factor lattices produced by this algorithm are also provided in both forms, by a basis-matrix and by a vector of coefficients.
Both algorithms can be applied in sequence resulting in the factorization of a given lattice into cyclic and simple lattices. If B is a basis of the given lattice and Bi are bases for its factors, then 2 Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0676.revised -1991 the determinant of B, in absolute value, is equal to the product of the determinants of the Bi'S in absolute value -as should be expected. On the other hand, the algorithms do not require, or provide, a factorization of IBI into prime factors.
The first algorithm can be used in order to get a modular representation for a cyclic lattice when it is given by a basis. The second algorithm provides a basis for a cyclic lattice when given in a modular form. The two algorithms can be used therefore in order to transform one form of representing lattices into the other (by a basis or by a modular equation).
Assume that B is a simple basis for a lattice L, and assume that a factorization of IBI = d into prime factors is given. A third factorization algorithm is shown in section 8, factoring L into simple factor lattices such that if Bi is a basis for Li then IBil is prime.
This algorithm requires the factorization of d into prime factors. If such a factorization is provided for d = IBI and B is a basis for a general lattice L, then, by applying all three algorithms in sequence, we can factor L into a sequence of factor lattices Li such that each Li is cyclic, simple and the determinant of its basis is equal to a prime factor of d.
A modular lattice is a finite lattice Ld defined as below
A modular basis for Ld is a set of elements in Ld such that every element in Ld is a modular combination of its elements and the coefficients of combinations Ci satisfy 0 ~ Ci < d.
In the last section of the paper we show how to use the second algorithm in order to find a modular basis for any given modular lattice, except for two degenerate cases (a = (ai) has a single nonzero element or has exactly two such elements and one is the modular negative of the other).
The above algorithms provide a factorization into simple factors of any given lattice, of full rank. It is hoped that such a factorization will provide some new techniques for dealing with the problems mentioned at the beginning of this introduction (basis reduction, finding short vectors etc.).
Preliminaries
Lattices considered in this paper are sets of vectors with integer coordinates in n-dimensional Euclidean space, closed under addition and subtraction. A lattice is of full rank if the linear space generated by its elements is of dimension n. A basis for such a lattice is a set of n vectors which belong to the lattice and such that every vector in the lattice is a combination, with integer coefficients, of its elements. If a lattice L of full rank is given by a basis then the vectors forming the basis will be given as rows of an n X n nonsingular matrix B and the lattice will be denoted A matrix will be called unimodular if it has integer entries and its determinant is equal to ±l.
Trivially, the inverse of a unimodular matrix is unimodular.
A lattice may have many bases but, as is easy to prove and well known, Bl and B2 are bases for the same lattice iff there exists a unimodular matrix U such that B l == U B2. It follows that the determinant of all bases of a given lattice are equal one to the other. Thus, the determinant of a basis of a lattice L is an invariant of L.
!<
In the sequel we shall consider lattices of full rank unless otherwise specified.
A factorization algorithm
Let L be a lattice given by a basis B. Our first goal is to provide an algorithm for factoring The factorization algorithm is described below 
{such that a matrix can be found, see appendix} 
. It follows that R is a right factor of U so that a matrix V with integer entries such that V R = U can be found. Remark: Since gV-I is a matrix with integer entries, it follows that jrRW has the same property and, by lemma 1, (jrRW) (mod g) must have a nonzero column.
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the above lemmas. At iteration i of the while
, which is the L(U) of the next iteration, and IVI divides lUI.
After at most log2 IBI iterations the algorithm halts with a cyclic leftmost factor (step 6).
All through the computation the algorithm produces matrices and vectors with integer entries. The number of iterations of the while loop 5 is bounded by log d.
Step 5.1 is O(n)
Step 
We precede the algorithm by a simple procedure. .... Definition: Given two integers a, b > 0 the greatest uncommon divisor of a with regard to b (notation gud(a, b) ) is the greatest integer at such that at divides a and such that gcd( a}, b) = 1. Notice that this definition is not symmetric with regard to a and b.
To find the gud of a with regard to b we can use the following procedure 
Output aU) == (a~j), ... ,aW»j{aU) =tA(j)aU-1)}. 
Proof of correctness
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the lemmas proven below.
The number of iterations of the algorithm is finite as will be shown in the sequel. 4) dja~j) == sU)a~j-l) +ap-l) and aV) == a~j-l) for some i. Thus 9 divides a~j) and ap-l) == a~j) 
Lemma 7 For a ~ j ~ k, where k is the number of iterations of the algorithm (a). gcd(aij), .•. ,aW),d(j)
Where the dj's are as defined in step 3 of the algorithm. ..
The BU) matrix is constructed as follows:
The upper n X n main diagonal block of BU) is the matrix AU)j z and y are two integers such that .
. It is easy to verify now that the matrix BU) constructed as above satisfies the equation (.).
It is also easy to verify that the determinant of B(j) is equal to 1Idj +za~j-l) = 1 (develop the determinant by its last row) and B(j) is therefore a unimodular matrix, implying that (BU)-1 is a matrix with integer entries. Moreover, since BU)(BU»-1 =1 and BU) satisfies the equation (.), the last column of (BU»-l must equal (ap-I) '. aW-1 )dj)T. Assume first that W E Cj+l' We sh{)w that wA(i+l) E Cj:
< wACj+l),a(i) >=< w,A(i+l)a(i) >=< w,dj+la(i+l) > (by step 5 in the SF algorithm). The
above scalar product is equal to dHI < w, a(i+l) > which by our assumption is equal to dj+lkd(i+l) = kdU) for some integer k. Thus < wA(i+l),a W >= O(mod db» as required. Assume now that wACHI) E Cj Le. < wAU+I),aU) >= kdU) for some integer k. We show that we Cj+l:
(by step 5 in the SF algorithm). The above scalar product is equal to di~1 < wA(i+l),a U ) > which by our assumption is equal to dj~1 kdU) :;: kd(i+l).
This implies that w E Cj+l as required. 0 The values a, computed in step 5 ofthe algorithm are integers. This follows from the definitions:
The correctness of the algorithm is now implied by the above two lemmas 8 and 9. After at most k < log2 d iteratipns the algorithm halts. At the j-th iteration the algorithm outputs dj, aU)
and A (j). We have shown that :
as follows from lemma 8j Step 4 is O(n log d) since modular division is equivalent to the ged operation.
Step 5 is O(n). Assume now that all the entries in Bj-l are less than Dj-l,j -1 ~ 2.
The j-th row of Bj is dj(bjl . ·bjn) with djbjl
The l-th row of Bj with l :j:. j, has the form
The proof is now complete.
Since all the possible cases have been considered we can add up the previous results in the theorem below. Appendix: A Blankinship type algorithm [1] In this appendix we present an algorithm for the following problem: Given a vector of integers • a == (al" 'a n ) such that gcd(al'" an) = 1, find a unimodular matrix A such that Aa T = (0", OIl .
Let M be the maximal entry in a. The algorithm has the following properties: All the entries in the first n -1 columns of A are bounded by M, the intermediary results are bounded by nMn, the complexity of the algorithm is O(n 3 +log M).
Algorithm BL The O(n) iterations in steps 3.3 (i) are 0(n 2 ) contributing 0(n 3 ) operations.
The total number of operations is therefore 0(109 M +n
).
In the application of this algorithm to the problem considered in the paper we shall need only columns 1 to n -1 of the matrix A output at step 4. We shall ignore therefore the last column 
